
 

How Hackers Hack Facebook With Kali Linux And SET(Social
Engineering Toolkit)

We will be using the following tool to perform our social engineering attack, to hack Facebook and to
execute some commands. The program is SET. It is a sophisticated social engineering toolkit. This program
also allows us to perform malicious and social engineering attacks on the victims systems. There are few

things that you should need and do before performing this attack: First of all, you will need a firewalls and a
proxy server. The proxy server will have access to the whole Internet and you will be able to connect to any
external services you will like (Facebook,Twitter, etc.). You need a Facebook credentials to begin with. You

can find this on hackers forum or they can be retrieved from breach databases like Have I Been Pwned.
Attack vectors against Facebook are well documented and results of the attacks are not uncommon. Users

often fall victim to the phishing scams that are like a mutant offspring of the classic old school email used to
infect users with the trojan and banking trojans back in the days, also cyber criminals are always looking for
clever new ways to exploit social networking sites. The same way hackers use email for spreading their evil
and malware, are currently using Facebook,Twitter and other social networks to take advantage of users.
The attackers trick victims into clicking on links that appear to be coming from their colleague or from a

website that is valid. The link contains special code which is the malware or the hackers and the malware will
perform to achieve his objectives. In this tutorial we will learn how hackers hack Facebook with Kali Linux

and SET(Social Engineering Toolkit).
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access to their local network, then
they can install and setup SET proxy

server on their local network and
capture user's request on his local
network instead of redirecting the

request on remote network. and this is
not possible in an public network

(Internet). Third How hackers hack
Facebook with Kali Linux and

SET(Social Engineering Toolkit), the
SET setup will work as proxy server on
the remote network. but only on the
local network we will not have access
to our remote network through local

network. So that's all there is to
hacking Facebook with this attack

vector, using the Social Engineering
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Toolkit we can create a website that is
essentially a phishing attack.In the

next screen you can see the details of
the fake website that we have created

and what is occurring when we visit
the website. There’s one more

dimension to social engineering that
lets the cyberthief reset the password,

even if it is hashed and salted.
Because we are talking about a form
of hijacking, there is no reason to ask
for a password that is hashed, only a
salted hash of a password. If there’s a
reason you’re asking for a password
that the user should know—like for

one of their colleagues—then they can
use that reason and reset the account
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password on their own, without
Facebook’s intervention. Most

organizations are using social media
to promote themselves. They are

trying to gain trust by building
relationship with their followers. It's all
about building relationships. We can

easily abuse those relationships which
we built with our followers by sending
them links to phishing pages. Hackers
can easily control and take over those
websites with our access. Once they
gain access, we control the site. We

can control it with our webpage editor.
We can change posts, like or unlike
pages, add photos, and even delete

posts. Once they gain access, they can
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control the site. A website is a web
page built with HTML and other

scripting languages that a person can
access through an Internet browser.

Hackers can easily gain access to any
website by using a password reset
system. A password reset system

allows an individual to change their
password to gain access to the

website. 5ec8ef588b
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